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About This Game

Alice VR is a story-driven exploration game rich with puzzles and designed to be a singular VR adventure. Game is
inspired by the famous Lewis Carroll's novel "Alice's Adventures in Wonderland", taking its characters and themes to a new

science-fiction setting. Enjoy beautiful graphics, atmospheric, electronic soundtrack and lose yourself in the world of Alice VR.

An unexpected malfunction forces your ship’s AI to wake you from the cryo sleep. You have to make an emergency landing on
the nearby planet. Your goal there is simple: find enough fuel to escape. This straightforward task gets complicated when you

realize that all of the planet’s citizens had disappeared in mysterious circumstances.

Alice VR is a fresh take on the classic adventures of Alice in Wonderland. During your playthrough you'll meet familiar
characters such as Cheshire Cat or Mad Hatter, but the unique sci-fi setting will make every encounter a big surprise.

Will you discover the planet's secret? Are you ready to face the challenges ahead? Follow the white rabbit into the unknown -
the future is in your hands.

FEATURES

Tailor-made for VR from the ground up - no compromises!

Gripping story with multiple endings that lets you choose your own path

Futuristic graphics and electronic ambient soundtrack composed by the masters of the genre, EON Sounds
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Over 60 inspired puzzles just waiting to be solved

Use the changing gravity to walk on walls and ceilings, play with shrinking and growing devices, and have fun with the
physics of the world of Alice VR

VIRTUAL REALITY

Alice VR works on Oculus Rift, HTC Vive and is also compatible with Razer OSVR. Traditional controllers are supported on
Oculus, while both them and motion controllers work on Vive.

The game is designed to be the most comfortable VR experience possible. After a lot of research and discussions with gamers,
we've learned how to make the game enjoyable even for players new to VR. We want you to feel relaxed through your entire

playthrough.

Alice VR also works on a regular monitor, without a VR headset.

DIGITAL SOUNDTRACK

With the game you’ll receive its original, atmospheric soundtrack! Enjoy the full, electronic sound composed by EON Sounds. It
makes for an incredible listening both on headphones and big speakers, each time taking you back to the world of Alice VR!

DIGITAL ARTBOOK WITH CONCEPT GRAPHICS AND NOTES FROM THE
DEVELOPERS

Over 40 pages of this digital artbook are filled with concept arts from the game, showing the beautiful and haunting scenery of
planet Speculo and its only city: Mirabillis.

Each page also contains notes from the developers, telling about their inspirations and the work behind Alice VR.

A SET OF UNIQUE WALLPAPERS CREATED BY THE DEVELOPERS

Marvel at the high-resolution, picturesque vistas of Speculo sitting right there on your desktop! Every graphic was specially
created by the developers to showcase the beauty of this alien planet and the foreboding atmosphere of its lonely city.

ADDITIONAL VIDEO CONTENT ABOUT DESIGNING ALICE VR

Listen to what the game’s creators have to say about designing a game specifically for VR. What challenges laid before them
and where did they drew their inspiration from? This video materials show what was going on behind the scenes of Alice VR.

REVIEWS

Hardcore Gamer
The planet is filled with trippy touches and striking imagery. There’s an adorable robotic companion who pops up from time to time

to offer cryptic advice, and tons of interesting environmental details. (...) People who want to explore a striking new land in a
relaxing fashion will be in heaven here. Adding to this are some interesting puzzles. An early one that involved rearranging pieces

of a coil to reactivate the ships engine was simple and clever. Traversal puzzles that goof around with gravity are a delight to solve
as they force a level of three dimensional thinking that is satisfying to solve.

VR Focus
The world that Carbon Studio has created is a fantastic mix of sci-fi architecture and bizarre dreamlike scenarios. The books

inspiration can be seen everywhere, from the mechanical cat that occasionally appears to the out and out absurdly trippy
experiences, sharks flying through the sky, menacing black and white forests, tunnels that twist and turn as your viewpoint changes,

it’s a visual assault on the senses. Add to that the eerie audio score, and you have quite an engaging mixture.
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God is a Geek
With a five hour playthrough it’s one of the longer story-based VR titles, and with monitor support included, you can always

experience the wacky world of Alice VR minus the VR.
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Title: ALICE VR
Genre: Adventure, Indie
Developer:
Carbon Studio
Publisher:
Klabater
Release Date: 27 Oct, 2016

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7 SP1 / 8.1 / 10 (64 bit)

Processor: Intel i5 4590

Memory: 8 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce GTX 660 / AMD Radeon HD 7870

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 12 GB available space

Sound Card: DirectX compliant

Additional Notes: Game does not support 32-bit Windows systems. Minimal requirements may not be suitable for fluent VR
experience

English,Polish,French,German,Russian,Simplified Chinese,Traditional Chinese
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I haven't played eXceed 2 that much, but I can already tell it's a HUGE improvement compared to its predecessor. It's in english,
runs at a solid 61 FPS without patches or compatibility fixes, and basically every other aspect of the game is good.

The music is pretty good. Characters are drawn much better, and the in-game graphics and models are way better as well.
What surprised me the most tho, is how great the gameplay feels. It has the same polarity mechanic as Ikaruga, and it plays
surprisingly smooth. The danmaku patterns are much more intuitive, you can immediately understand what you're supposed to
do. Doing that, however, is another thing: the game's extremely hard even at normal difficulty, but it gives you generous
amounts of lives and continues. Also, the stages are short so you'll be constantly learning the patterns you have to follow, instead
of replaying the stages a million times. Don't sweat it if you die a lot; deaths in this game are not as big of a deal as in, say,
Touhou.
I also have to mention that the stages are short, so is this game. You can beat it in about one hour if you skip all dialogues.

I didn't like the fact that you can't stack bombs. You are limited to ONE at a time, because it's based on your bullet-sucking bar.
But other than that, this is a solid game with standard shmup gameplay.. at the beginning i couldn't figure out the login
credentials and it was frustrating tbh. couldn't think that it was that obvious. other than that, great puzzle game.. I would rate it a
7/10 because of awkward camera angels and some bugs but overall a good game. Also dont like that you have to capturer flags
sometimes they only have one unit left but because i didnt capture the objectives i lose so annoying!. Good graphics but very
repetitive gameplay.. I had really good time playing Beach Bounce and I was happy to see that there is more to the story. Sadly,
once I played Beauty Bounce, I felt like it should have ended at the first game. This one is just bad. The story is boring, the
choices are boring, the erotic scenes are boring too. While playing Beauty Bounce I thought that there wasn't much effort put
into making this game, and I'm serious. I don't have a high expectations when it comes to Visual Novels made outside of Japan
and even those weren't met at all. Just skip this one, because it will be waste of time and money.. PFFT.... Dont waste your
time.... Whilst I've not yet touched the singleplayer, the multiplayer is solid. The mechanics allow for a new spin on a classic
game which allows for hours of fun. Not to mention the level editor (Whilst a bit iffy at times, and can become laggy due to
complexity - not an issue in the game however) allows for far more replayabilty. Whilst I cant recommend this game for those
looking for a singleplayer experience, if you have a couple friends together and are willing to part with a bit of cash, you can
have a lot of fun with this game.. MANY of the negative reviews I am seeing, have less than an hour of play. Which pretty much
tells me, they never really even got to the game itself, as the GUI does have a bit of a learning curve. However, with that said ..
this is a pretty nice TD Game ... The Graphics are 3D Rendered ( though it feels like the engine used in some older games ).

One of the coolest features I discovered ( and I do mean discovered, as there really is not a help file - which is the negative ), is
if you click on a monster which is crawling through your tower maze ... it locks onto him, and you can see the game from his
perspective.

This does not deserve all the negative reviews. It's a decent game ... especialy for the current price ( $3 + change ).

If you like TDs ... give it a try ( and give it at least 1 hour ). You can't figure this one out in 30 minutes. But once you do, it's
fun!
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No FOV slider. Be warned. Not worth $50 can't even recenter view on vive ? looks like a 90's game. why. just why.. i like
because its a tourtament game.. Avoid if you are afflicted by shitdows10. Upgrade to windows 7 and it will work better. A
buggy but good game. Quite a bit of micromanagement.

Alice VR is 75% OFF!:

Dear all VR fans!

It's Very Rarely occassion to buy this title cheaper.

Do it right now!. THE SECOND PATCH IS LIVE!:
As promised, we’ve just uploaded our second patch. It contains some fixes in the graphics department as well as a bunch of
additional tweaks.

IMPORTANT NOTE:. Full English Voice Acting is READY!:
Whoa, we've just finished implementing all of the voices for the game!

As you probably know, Alice VR is a story-driven experience, so choosing the right voice actor for every character wasn't easy.
Especially because there are no typical characters in Alice VR. The game's world is inspired by "Alice's Adventures in
Wonderland" so everyone there is... a little peculiar.

And so we are very proud to announce that over 20 characters were recorded by Sound Cadence Studios, and the AI,
which will lead you from the game, is played by Julie Shields and was recorded by the wonderful guys at Eon Sounds. 

Also, if you're not a native English speaker, please remember that Russian, German, French, Spanish and Polish subtitles (and
Polish voices!) will also be available in game!

If you want to hear the new voices (and some of the music...) be patient. Soon.... THE PATCH IS UP! (issues resolved &
things tweaked):
Our first patch is here!
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First of all, thank you for supporting us and staying with us through this rocky start. Although things weren’t all smooth from the
get go, this first update should put us on the right track. We truly appreciate your feedback, so please keep it up!

Now, let’s see what’s changed...

The BIG stuff:. Free DLC, more gameplay, more languages and more fixes - PATCH 6 is here!:

It’s been a while but here we are with a ton of new stuff - new and totally free content, new languages and fixes. Let’s get to it!

The biggest addition this time is more game. “Roboto Factory” is a free DLC that lets you get inside the famous Roboto
Factory, where all the bots you've met on Speculo were created. You will discover its workings and see your old mechanical
companions in a new light.. THE THIRD PATCH AND A GLIMPSE OF THINGS TO COME:
And here we are, 12 busy days after the launch and spirits are high. We’ve hit some snags but we’re still working on the game,
tweaking its performance and implementing changes requested by you. We are grateful for all of your feedback, both the good
and the bad - we learn from it and it helps us make Alice VR a better game for everyone.

At the moment we’re working on adding full teleport movement support for the game and we’ll be improving the performance of
Alice on Radeon graphics cards (of course this is not the end of the planned tweaks). This patch should drop after the upcoming
weekend but for now we have some glitch fixes for you. Those were included in the big GOG update that brought its version in line
with what’s available on Steam. However for GOG we’ve added some new fixes on top of the old fixes, and now we have to bring
the Steam version in line with the GOG version. Oh, how the tables have turned. 

What’s new:
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